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(54) FLIP-FLOP CAPABLE OF CHANGING TO A SANDAL HAVING AN EMBEDDED REAR STRAP 
MOVABLE BETWEEN TWO POSITIONS

(57) The present invention provides footwear capa-
ble of changing between a flip-flop and a sandal. The
structure of a flip-flop which includes a sole having a top
section, a bottom section, a forefoot section, a heel sec-
tion, and a sidewall section. Also, a forefoot cover having
V-shaped straps is positioned and extends over at least
a part of the forefoot section and is attached to the top
section of the sole. A horizontal recess is formed in the
heel section of the sole for receiving therein a horizontal
strap, which is removably placed in the horizontal recess.
The horizontal strap is moveable by the user between a
first stored position in the recess, and a second in-use
raised position, wherein the horizontal strap extends
above the horizontal recess and covers the bridge of the
user’s foot in order to convert the flip-flop to a sandal for
securing the foot more securely.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to footwear capa-
ble of changing between a flip-flop shoe and a sandal. A
flip-flop shoe is provided with a movable horizontal shoe
strap embedded within a horizontal recess or depression
in the heel section of the sole that is movable to an upper
position so the flip-flop shoe also functions as a sandal
for covering the bridge and upper ankle of the user’s foot.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention accomplishes the im-
proved support and safety by providing a flip-flop with an
additional rear foot strap that is stored within a depression
in the top of the sole of the flip-flop that is movable to an
upper position by the wearer to cover the bridge and up-
per ankle portion of the foot to provide greater foot sup-
port and security when needed.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

[0003] Numerous prior art patents disclose sandals
and flip-flops having additional and optional straps for
providing added support to a wearer’s feet. However,
none of these prior art patents disclose a horizontal strap
removably embedded in a recess in the top of the sole
for converting a flip-flop into a more secure and safe san-
dal.
[0004] For instance, prior art U.S. Patent No.
7,331,122 to John Januszewski, et al. issued on Feb. 19,
2008 discloses footwear to be used as a sandal having
a sole, a forefoot cover, and a heel strap. This prior art
patent discloses a sandal having V shaped straps and a
rear strap 116, 118 (shown in Figure 1), which pivots from
a lower position surrounding the rear of the sole to a
raised position covering the ankle.
[0005] Prior art U.S. Patent No. 7,823,299 to John P.
Brigham issued on Nov. 2, 2010 discloses a flip-flop/san-
dal that is capable of conversion between a flip-flop and
a sandal by movement of a heel and/or forefoot band
between a first stored position and a second in-use po-
sition. This prior art patent discloses a sandal having V-
shaped straps and a rear strap 18 (shown in Figure 1),
which pivots from a lower position surrounding the sole
to a raised position covering the ankle.
[0006] Prior art U.S. Published Patent Application No.
2008/0168682 to Tuan Le which published on Jul. 17,
2008 discloses a sandal having a multi-positional strap.
This prior art patent application discloses a sandal having
V shaped straps and a rear strap 58 (shown in Figure
1C), which pivots from a first position to a second position
covering the ankle.
[0007] Prior art U.S. Patent No. 3,978,596 to Dwight
C. Brown, et al. which issued on Sept. 7, 1976 discloses
a foot sandal having a platform with an upper and a lower

layer. This prior art patent discloses a front circular strap
30 and a rear pivoting strap 32 (shown in Figures 1 and
2), which pivots from a first position to a second position
covering the ankle.

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0008] It is an object of the present invention to provide
a new and improved flip-flop that can easily be converted
into a sandal by the user moving a horizontal strap that
is stored and embedded within a recess formed in the
sole of the flip flop when it is not in use.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

Figure 1 is a top view of the footwear functioning as
a flip-flop with the horizontal strap in its stored flat
position embedded in a horizontal recess or pocket
in the heel section of the upper sole;
Figure 2 is a top view of the upper sole of the footwear
showing the horizontal recess or pocket for embed-
ding the horizontal strap in the upper sole;
Figure 3 is a top view of the sole of the footwear
functioning as a sandal with the horizontal strap in
its raised position for encircling and covering the
bridge of the wearer’s foot to provide additional sup-
port and security for the wearer’s foot;
Figure 4 is a side view of the footwear functioning
as a sandal with the horizontal strap in its raised po-
sition for encircling and covering the bridge of the
wearer’s foot to provide additional support and se-
curity for the wearer’s foot;
Figure 5 is a side view of the footwear functioning
as a flip-flop with the horizontal strap in its stored flat
position embedded in the horizontal recess or pocket
of the heel section of the sole;
Figure 6 is a second embodiment of a top view of
the footwear functioning as a flip-flop with the hori-
zontal strap attached to the side of the sole and hav-
ing a releasable buckle in its stored flat position em-
bedded in the horizontal recess or pocket of the heel
section of the sole;
Figure 7 is a second embodiment of the footwear
functioning as a sandal with the horizontal strap at-
tached to the side of the sole and having a releasable
buckle in its raised position for encircling and cover-
ing the bridge of the wearer’s foot to provide addi-
tional security for the wearer’s foot, ;
Figure 8 is a third embodiment of a top view of the
footwear functioning as a flip-flop with the horizontal
strap attached within the horizontal recess or pocket
having a releasable buckle in its stored flat position
embedded in the horizontal recess or pocket of the
heel section of the sole; and
Figure 9 is a third embodiment of the footwear func-
tioning as a sandal with the horizontal strap attached
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within the horizontal recess or pocket having a re-
leasable buckle in its raised position for encircling
and covering the bridge of the wearer’s foot to pro-
vide additional security for the wearer’s foot.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENT

FIRST PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0010] The first preferred embodiment of the present
invention as shown in Figures 1 to 5, provides footwear
10 capable of changing between a flip-flop and a sandal.
The structure of the flip-flop includes a sole 20 having a
top section 20a, a bottom section 20b, a forefoot section
20c, a heel section 20d, a right sidewall section 20e, and
a left sidewall section 20f. The sole 20 may be formed of
materials including: rubber, vulcanized rubber, leather,
ethyl vinyl acetate (EVA), polyurethane, dual density
SSR, or any other synthetic or natural materials known
in the art for constructing footwear soles.
[0011] Also, a forefoot cover 22 having V-shaped or Y
shaped straps that take the shape of a "toe thong" passes
between the first and second toes and around both sides
of the foot. However, the forefoot cover 22 may also have
any other shape that is desired by the user. The forefoot
cover 22 is positioned and extends over at least a part
of the forefoot section 20c and is attached to the top sec-
tion of the sole 20a. The forefoot cover 22 is preferably
comprised of elastic material and may be formed from
synthetic fabric, but may alternatively be formed of any
material such as leather, nylon, or any other material
known within the field. Further, the forefoot cover 22 may
be attached to the sole 20 using rivets, screws, latch
members, adhesives, glue, or any other means known
within the art. Alternatively, instead of mechanically at-
taching the forefoot cover 22 to the sole 20, the forefoot
cover 22 and sole 20 may be a molded as a single unit
of footwear construction.
[0012] In addition, the footwear 10 includes a horizon-
tal strap 24 embedded in a horizontal recess or pocket
26 for converting the flip-flop into a sandal. Specifically,
a horizontal recess 26 is formed, having a right side 26a
and a left side 26b, and is formed in the heel section of
the sole 20d for receiving the horizontal strap 24. The
horizontal strap 24 is removably embedded within the
horizontal recess 26 of the top section of the sole 20a.
Also, horizontal strap 24 is capable of moving between
a first stored flat position 30 within the recess 26, wherein
the horizontal strap 24 fits flush within the recess 26, and
a second in-use raised position 32. In the second in-use
raised position 32, the horizontal strap extends above
the horizontal recess 26 to cover and support the bridge
portion and top portion of the ankle of the wearer’s foot.
In this respect, the horizontal strap 24 permits the foot-
wear 10 to function as a sandal and provides greater
support for the wearer’s foot, in addition to the support
provided by the "toe thong" construction of the forefoot

cover 22.
[0013] The horizontal strap 24 is preferably formed of
synthetic elastic fabric to aid in adjusting the horizontal
strap around and over the bridge of the wearer’s foot.
Horizontal strap 24 may alternatively be formed from any
natural or synthetic materials such as rubber, leather,
nylon, or any other material known within the art. Fur-
thermore, horizontal strap 24 may optionally include var-
ious adjusters for adjusting the length of the horizontal
strap 24, so that it provides a tighter fit around the bridge
and upper ankle portion of the wearer’s foot, as desired.
Adjusters may include buckles, cinches, loops or any oth-
er mechanical devices known within the art for tightening
or controlling the length of the horizontal strap 24.
[0014] In the preferred embodiment, horizontal strap
24 is one solid band having a first terminal end 24a at-
tached to the right sidewall section 20e of the sole 20,
and a second terminal end 24b attached to the left side-
wall section 20f of the sole 20. Alternatively, the first ter-
minal end 24a may be attached to the right side 26a of
the horizontal recess 26 and the second terminal end
24b may be attached to the left side 26b of the horizontal
recess 26. The two terminal ends 24a and 24b of the
horizontal strap 24 may be attached to the sole 20 or may
be attached within the horizontal recess 26 using rivets,
screws, latch members, adhesives, glue, or any other
structure known within the art.

SECOND EMBODIMENT

[0015] In a second embodiment as shown in Figures
6 and 7, the horizontal strap 24 includes two horizontal
bands, a first horizontal band 34 and a second horizontal
band 36 that are mateably engageable with mechanical
fasteners. These mechanical fasteners may include a
hook-loop fastener, buckle, button, clip, snap, fastener,
magnet, latch or any other means that are known within
the art.
[0016] The first horizontal band 34 includes a first ter-
minal end 34a and a second terminal end 34b. The first
terminal end 34a of the first horizontal band 34 is attached
to the right sidewall section 20e of the sole 20. The sec-
ond terminal end 34b of the first horizontal band 34 is
attached to a first mechanical fastener 40.
[0017] Similarly, the second horizontal band 36 in-
cludes a first terminal end 36a and a second terminal end
36b. The first terminal end 36a of the second horizontal
band 36 is attached to the left sidewall section 20f of the
sole 20. The second terminal end 36b of the second hor-
izontal band 36 is attached to a second mechanical fas-
tener 42.
[0018] The first mechanical fastener 40 of the second
terminal end 34b of the first horizontal band 34 is mate-
ably engageable with the second mechanical fastener
42 of the second terminal end 36b of the second hori-
zontal band 36. As a result, the first horizontal band 34
and the second horizontal band 36 can be removably
connected.
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THIRD EMBODIMENT

[0019] In a third embodiment as shown in Figures 8
and 9, horizontal strap 24 includes two horizontal bands,
a first horizontal band 34 and a second horizontal band
36 that are mateably engageable with mechanical fas-
teners. These mechanical fasteners may include a hook-
loop fastener, buckle, button, clip, snap, fastener, mag-
net, latch or any other means that are known within the
art.
[0020] The first horizontal band 34 includes a first ter-
minal end 34a and a second terminal end 34b. The first
terminal end 34a of the first horizontal band 34 is attached
to the right side 26a of the horizontal recess 26. The
second terminal end 34b of the first horizontal band 34
is attached to a first mechanical fastener 40.
[0021] Similarly, the second horizontal band 36 in-
cludes a first terminal end 36a and a second terminal end
36b. The first terminal end 36a of the second horizontal
band 36 is attached to the left side 26b of the horizontal
recess 26. The second terminal end 36b of the second
horizontal band 36 is attached to a second mechanical
fastener 42.
[0022] The first mechanical fastener 40 of the second
terminal end 34b of the first horizontal band 34 is mate-
ably engageable with the second mechanical fastener
42 of the second terminal end 36b of the second hori-
zontal band 36. As a result, the first horizontal band 34
and the second horizontal band 36 can be removably
connected.
[0023] While various embodiments of footwear 10 that
is capable of changing between a flip-flop and a sandal
have been described, it should be understood that they
have been presented by way of example, and not limita-
tion. For example, the shape, materials of construction,
and design of the sole, forefoot cover, and horizontal
strap as illustrated and described were not intended to
be limiting.

OPERATION

[0024] The present invention provides footwear 10 ca-
pable of changing between a flip-flop and a sandal. When
functioning as a flip-flop, the horizontal strap 24 is in the
closed position and is removably embedded within the
horizontal recess 26. In this position, the wearer’s feet
are secured to the flip-flop by their toes being secured to
the toe thong construction of the forefoot cover 22.
[0025] In order to convert the footwear from a flip-flop
to a sandal, the wearer pulls up the horizontal strap 24
from its embedded position within the horizontal recess
26 and then fastens and adjusts the horizontal strap 24
around the bridge and upper ankle portion of the wearer’s
foot, depending on the wearer’s preferences. In this po-
sition, the wearer’s feet are secured to the sandal by their
toes being secured by the toe thong construction of the
forefoot cover 22, and also secured to the sandal by the
bridge and upper ankle portion of their feet being secured

by the horizontal strap 24.

Claims

1. Footwear capable of changing between a flip-flop
and a sandal, said footwear comprising:

a) a sole including a top section, a bottom sec-
tion, a forefoot section, a heel section, and a
sidewall section;
b) forefoot V-shaped straps positioned and ex-
tending over at least a part of the forefoot sec-
tion, and being secured to the top section of said
sole;
c) a horizontal recess formed in the heel section
of said top section of said sole for receiving a
horizontal strap;
d) said horizontal strap being removably placed
in said horizontal recess of the top section of
said sole,
e) wherein said horizontal strap is capable of
moving between a first stored position within
said horizontal recess and a second in-use
raised position that covers the bridge of the us-
er’s foot.

2. The footwear of claim 1, wherein said horizontal
strap includes elastic material for adjusting said hor-
izontal strap around the bridge of the user’s foot.

3. The footwear of claim 1, wherein said horizontal
strap includes two terminal ends, and at least one of
said terminal ends is removably attached by a buck-
le, a snap, or a hook and loop fastener to the sole.

4. The footwear of claim 1, wherein said horizontal
strap includes two terminal ends, and at least one of
said terminal ends is removably attached by a buck-
le, a snap, or a hook and loop fastener within said
horizontal recess formed in the heel section of said
sole.

5. The footwear of claim 1, wherein said horizontal
strap includes two terminal ends, and at least one of
the terminal ends is placed within said horizontal re-
cess formed in the heel section of said sole.

6. The footwear of claim 1, wherein said horizontal
strap includes two terminal ends and at least one of
the terminal ends is attached to said sidewall section
of the sole.
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